
Department Structures 

The Producer 

At Kelvin, the Committee and APC act as ‘Producer’ approving the season of shows, holding overall 

budgetary control and legal responsibility for production rights and award nominations as well as 

responsibility for the booking or provision of the performance venue. The Producer also has the final 

say on selection of Directors, Production Teams and Casts. 

 

 

 

The Creative Team 

 

 

The Creative Team is responsible for the overall look, feel and depiction of the piece. Led by the 

Director who has the overall vision for the piece, the various member of the creative team work 

together to produce designs which fit the Directors vision for the piece.  
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The Production Team 

The Production Team is responsible for taking the designs and ideas from the Creative team and 

turning them into reality. Led by the Production Manager, the various elements of the production 

team come together to create the technical and practical elements of the production. 

 

 

 

The Stage Management Team 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Stage Management team fills a pivotal role being not only the communication conduit between 

both creative and production teams during rehearsals and during the running of the show but also 

the team responsible for props and cast wellbeing. 
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Role Descriptions 

These Role Descriptions are in line with professional commercial theatre and are intended as a 

guideline. Some productions may not require all of these roles to be filled but in order to open up 

roles to as many members as possible, no one member is permitted to take on more than one role 

unless, in special cases, committee approves the doubling of roles. All technical/production roles will 

be announced in Digest and selected from open pitch meetings in the same way that casts are 

selected from open auditions.    

 

The Creative Team 

Director The Director is the creative drive behind the piece as a whole. A Kelvin 

Director has already selected the play and put it before the APC. She/He has 

the vision for the piece in terms of look, feel and message. The Director will 

be responsible for overseeing all design elements of the piece as well as 

casting the actors and obviously directing everything creative that happens 

in rehearsal. 

Assistant Director The Assistant Director provides assistance to the Director both in a practical 

and artistic sense. This is an excellent role for a new director wanting to 

learn from an experienced Director before embarking on their own piece. 

Lighting Designer The lighting designer is responsible for producing a lighting design which 

both matches the Directors vision for the piece and also takes into 

consideration the practical elements and specifics of the piece in question 

such as specific lighting elements mentioned in the script eg ‘Sally turns off 

the light’. An LD will be responsible for producing the hanging plot (plan of 

where lanterns are to be positioned) and will therefore require plans of the 

venue. LD’s will be required at all production meetings, the rig, focus, plot 

and technical rehearsals.  

Set Designer  The set designer is responsible for producing a set design which both 

matches the Directors vision for the piece and also takes into consideration 

the practical elements and specifics of the piece in question such as specific 

elements mentioned in the script eg ‘Sally opens the window and sits on the 

bed’. A set designer will be responsible for producing the technical drawings 

for the Construction Manager (with the assistance of the Production 

Manager if needed) and will therefore require plans of the venue. Set 

designers will be required to produce a scale model of the set to present at 

production meetings.  Set designers will be required at all production 

meetings, the get-in/build, LX focus, plot and technical rehearsals. 

Sound Designer The sound designer is responsible for producing a sound design which both 

matches the Directors vision for the piece and also takes into consideration 

the practical elements and specifics of the piece in question such as specific 

elements mentioned in the script eg ‘a siren can be heard outside’. A sound 

designer will be responsible for producing recordings on CD or digitally for 

use during performance. Sound designers will be required at all production 

meetings, rig, the get-in/build, plot and technical rehearsals. 



Costume Designer The costume designer is responsible for producing costume designs which 

both matches the Directors vision for the piece and also take into 

consideration the practical elements and specifics of the piece in question 

such as specific elements mentioned in the script eg ‘Sally removes a lighter 

from her pocket’. A costume designer may be required to take cast 

measurements at rehearsals and in some cases to produce some or all of the 

costumes themselves. Costume designers will be required at all production 

meetings and fittings and at the dress rehearsal. 

Hair/Make-Up Designer The hair/make-up designer is responsible for producing designs which both 

matches the Directors vision for the piece and also take into consideration 

the practical elements and specifics of the piece in question such as specific 

elements mentioned in the script eg ‘Ray’s nose is bleeding’. A hair/make-up 

designer may be required to do hair and make-up trials at rehearsals and in 

often to apply make-up and style hair for each performance. Hair/Make-up 

designers will be required at all production meetings and trials and at the 

dress rehearsal. 

Fight Director A fight director may be required to choreograph and teach any fight scenes 

required in the piece. The fight director will also be responsible for training 

any cast members in safe fight techniques and appointing a ‘Fight Captain’ 

to oversee fight rehearsals in their absence.  

Fight Captain The fight captain should ideally be a member of cast on stage at the time of 

the fight but not involved in it and therefore able to keep a watch on 

everyone’s position during the fight. If this is not practical then the fight 

captain can be anyone who will be present at all rehearsals. Fight captains 

will also be responsible for leading any fight warm ups required. Fight scenes 

should not be rehearsed unless either the fight director or fight captain are 

present.  

Choreographer A choreographer may be required to choreograph any dance numbers 

required in the piece and teach it to the cast. The choreographer will also be 

responsible for training any cast members in various dance techniques and 

appointing a ‘Dance Captain’ to oversee dance rehearsals in their absence.  

Dance Captain The dance captain should ideally be a member of cast on stage at the time 

of the dance but not involved in it and therefore able to keep a watch on 

everyone’s position during the dance number. If this is not practical then the 

dance captain can be anyone who will be present at all rehearsals. Dance 

captains will also be responsible for leading any warm ups required.  

Composer The composer is responsible for working closely with both the Director and 

Sound designer to compose any original music and/or songs required for the 

piece. If the music is to be pre-recorded for the show, the composer will 

usually do this. If the music is to be live, it is usually the role of the Musical 

Director or MD to rehearse and lead the music. Composer and MD roles are 

often combined but both should be credited. 



Musical Director The MD is responsible for rehearsing the music with the cast and muscians. 

They are also often responsible for leading vocal and musical warm-ups and  

conducting during the performance if required.  

 

The Production Team 

Production Manager The production manager is responsible for overseeing the work of the 

production team in the lead up to the show. They schedule and lead all 

production meetings and liaise with both creative and stage management 

teams to ensure that everything is moving forwards. The production 

manager is responsible for creating the production schedule from get-in to 

get-out and is responsible for overseeing all of the practical/technical 

departments. The production manager will be required for the rig, focus and 

plot sessions and will jointly lead the technical rehearsal with the Director 

Stage Manager and DSM. During the tech: 

 

 The Director flags up/deals with any element requiring creative input, 

for example cues happening too early or any tweaks to the sound or 

lighting states required. Creative input. 

 The Stage Manager flags up/deals with any element back stage that 

needs attention such as quick changes, props placement, scene changes 

etc. Practical input. 

 The production manager flags up/deals with any technical elements of 

the show such as doors not opening properly in the set, problems with 

lights or sound equipment etc. Technical Input. 

 The DSM communicates with the various operators to cue them 

appropriately and to keep them up to speed during stops with where we 

are in the script, what we’re doing and then picks up the cues once 

ready to move on.   

The Production manager should receive rehearsal and show reports and be 

responsible for passing on actions to the relevant departments. Should a 

show move from one venue to another, the production manager will often 

be responsible for co-ordinating this.  

Wardrobe Department The head of wardrobe is responsible for taking the designs and ideas from 

the costume designer and making them a reality. The wardrobe department 

is responsible for making, buying and hiring any elements of costume 

required. For this reason, measurements of cast and fittings will be led by 

wardrobe and arranged via liaison with the Stage Manager. The roles of 

costume designer and head of wardrobe department are often combined. 

Construction Manager The construction manager is responsible for taking the designs and ideas 

produced by the set designer and making them a reality. The construction 

manager leads their construction team to build any scenery and large props 

and liaises with the lighting and sound designers if any ‘practicals’ are 

required. (A practical is a lighting or sound fixture which is part of the set but 



which actually works for example wall light fittings in a room set which need 

to light up.) In the Kelvin scenario, the construction manager should have a 

good understanding of flattage and other basics owned by the club which 

can be re-used, and re-dressed. 

Construction Team The construction team work with the construction manager to build 

elements of the set. 

Chief Lx The chief lx (chief electrician) is responsible for taking the design and ideas 

from the lighting designer. The term electrician used in this context simply 

refers to someone responsible for the electrical elements rather than a 

qualified electrician. The Chief LX will ensure that the hanging plot is 

adhered to during the rigging session and will often lead the practical 

elements of the focus session. The Chief lx will also be responsible for the 

patch plan and hiring of any additional lanterns and effects required for the 

show. Pyrotechnics, haze and smoke also fall under this remit. The Chief LX 

will be responsible for plotting cues into the desk during the plot session. 

Board Op The board operator will operate the lighting desk during a performance. The 

board op will be cued by the DSM and will also be responsible for warming 

the up the lanterns and performing a lamp check prior to each performance. 

They may also be responsible for powering up and powering down the 

dimmers.   

Head of Sound The head of sound sometimes reports to the Chief LX as part of their 

department and sometimes does not. The head of sound is responsible for 

running any speaking or xlr cabbling required to transmit sound from the 

desk to any speakers positioned in and around the auditorium. This may well 

be fixed for most productions but there may also be the necessity for 

speakers to be placed within the set (practicals as previously mentioned) 

and the head of sound will be responsible for this. The head of sound will 

also be responsible for setting levels of any sound and music cues during the 

plot session.  

Sound OP The sound operator with operate the sound during a production, both 

operating sound sources such as CD players of i-pods and mixing cues using 

the sound desk. The sound op may also be responsible for powering up and 

powering down any racks and equipment required each night. In the case of 

Kelvin, the sound operator also makes auditorium announcements. (Back 

stage calls, front of house calls and audience announcements would usually 

be done by the DSM) 

Paint Shop/Scenic Art The paint shop/ or scenic artists are responsible for following the designs 

created by the set designer and making them into reality. This can involve 

painting/decorating pieces of scenery built by the construction team, 

painting and decorating any hand-made props and painting floors and 

cloths.  

 

The Stage Management Team 



 

Stage Manager The Stage Manager manages not only their own team but also the 

company of actors and all props. The stage manager works closely 

with the Director and Production Manager to ensure a clear 

communication line between Creative and Production Teams. The 

stage manager is responsible for the booking and management of 

rehearsal spaces including marking out the floor with the 

dimensions of the set, provision of stand in and real props and 

pastoral care of actors. SM’s are responsible for signing in sheets at 

rehearsals and performance and together with the Production 

Manager should produce a full company contact sheet of cast and 

crew to be circulated to all company members. A full company 

contact sheet should also be clearly displayed on the noticeboard 

during show week.  

 The stage manager is also responsible for the sourcing and 

production of props. Anything specialist can be handed over to the 

construction manager or scenic artist but the majority of simple and 

found items are the responsibility of the stage manager. The SM is 

also responsible for moving all props from the rehearsal space to the 

venue and setting up and managing the props table and personal 

props (see appendix XX for a props running list and example of a 

props table). 

 During the performance, the stage manager is responsible for 

ensuring the cast are where they need to be and equipped with any 

props required. They also supervise any scene changes.  

Deputy Stage Manager The DSM is a communicator. During the rehearsal period a DSM sits 

in the majority of rehearsals and takes notes on everything 

discussed during rehearsal from the blocking to discussions about 

scenic and prop requirements. These rehearsal notes are typed up 

and circulated to the heads of the teams (Director, Production 

Manager and Stage Manager) to ensure that nothing slips though 

the net. The DSM will also note any record technical cues in the 

prompt copy or ‘Book’. 

During performance the DSM will cue everything technical that 

happens from the book as well as be responsible for liaising with 

front of house and backstage for clearance and backstage calls. 

A DSM is also responsible for noting down anything that goes wrong 

during the performance in a show report which is again, circulated 

to the heads of teams so the appropriate action can be taken to 

rectify the problem before the next performance.  

Assistant Stage Manager ASM’s are responsible for quick changes, handing props to actors if 

required, helping with scene changes and anything else going on 

behind the set involving cast and props.  



 

 


